
GRiD is a single, integrated inventory and operations 
management solution that teams use to manage their 
function within the corporate ecosystem.

Individuals and global teams transact real-time data 
and coordinate their activities via guided workflows 
while managers maintain visibility and control from thir-
ty-thousand feet.

Bye-bye spreadsheets. Hello GRiD.

GRiD Software is a wholly-owned product of
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It’s Monday morning and engineers are busy designing 
the next big thing while the sales team adds activity to 
the operations queue and manufacturing assembles and 
repairs inventory.

From the outside, it appears like everything is running 
smoothly. From the inside, however, we know it to be a 
chaotic story that involves umpteen out-of-date spread-
sheets, grease-stained and misplaced work orders, and a 
smudged whiteboard that serves as a job and inventory 
tracking system.

www.infocusenergy.com/grid9759 51 Avenue NW,  Edmonton,  AB,  Canada  T6E 4W8

Check back to our website periodically, and follow us on social media. 

info@infocusenergy.com

https://plus.google.com/+Infocusenergy
https://www.facebook.com/infocusenergy/
https://twitter.com/InFocusEnergy
https://www.linkedin.com/company/infocus-energy-services-inc-/?trk=eml-biz-b-page-company_admin_added&midToken=AQFNM2REXkXmJQ&fromEmail=fromEmail&ut=0aRu7v5qWY6TI1


ENGINEERING
From part number management to hierarchical bills of materials and a 
change request workflow, engineers can configure their foundational pro-
files and constraints.

MANUFACTURING
From inventory acquisition to inspection, assembly to deployment, and re-
pair to retirement, manufacturing teams use GRiD to coordinate their shop 
floor. Full transactional history is maintained for audit and compliance, while 
integrated part number management, version control and assembly con-
figurations seamlessly avoids errors in purchasing, inspection, and man-
ufacturing. 

No more costly mistakes.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Finally, a team project management tool that isn’t too difficult to learn, does 
what really needs to be accomplished, and links to real-world data and ac-
tivities. From time and task management to milestones, resource utilization 
to scheduling, and notifications to profitability analysis, it only makes sense 
to integrate a full-featured project management system within GRiD.

PERFORMANCE TRACKING
GRiD tracks field performance and hosts intelligence and mapping tools 
for engineers and operations professionals to use to analyze various tool 
reliability and performance metrics. On-the-fly MTBF analysis, configurable 
tripometers, and morning coffee emails help everyone stay on top of what 
really matters.

OTHER BENEFITS & DETAILS
• Import existing data
• Integrated training videos
• Supports multiple locations and divisions
• Real-time email notifications & alerts
• * Maps / QuickBooks® integration
• Real-time asset tracking via GPS or cellular
• Role / group-based security
• Cloud (no hardware required) or onsite database
• Data exchange with other applications
• Automatic enhancements and updates
• Bank-level security (SSL)
• Brandable application and reports

* Optional

SR&ED
GRiD manages projects and related 
transactions to support an SR&ED claim. 
A built-in eligibility wizard helps identify 
projects and activities to allow for simple 
claim development and auditable sup-
port.

PURCHASING
Adding inventory couldn’t be easier. Utilize 
purchase requisitions along with approval 
workflows, handle partial receipts, or quick-
add new serialized or non-serialized items. 

SALES
Create a professional proposal in minutes 
and automatically convert it into a sales 
order. The sales team will see a dramatic 
improvement in their productivity while man-
agers ensure control and consistency by 
configuring global pricing and 
discount rules.

INVENTORY CONTROL & REAL-TIME TRACKING
GRiD’s foundation is inventory control. From acquisition to sale or deploy-
ment, serialized items to non-serialized items, shipments to status updates, 
barcoding, and real-time location and condition tracking via satellite or 
cellular, an asset’s entire lifecycle is managed with complete transactional 
auditability. You will always know where things are, in addition to current 
status details, manufacturing and deployment history.

GRiD software can be implemented into any organization without the need 
for existing workflows, procedures, or protocols to be changed. GRiD 
adapts to your business--not the other way around.

CRM
GRiD is the single source of truth for operational contact management. 
Manage your customer and vendor relationships. Neatly linked to propos-
als, projects, purchase and sales transactions, deployment, and repair his-
tory, each customer and vendor profile provides quick access to relevant 
transactional history within the system. 

DASHBOARDS
GRiD greets each user with a friendly and 
colorful welcome screen that displays 
their accessible modules, personal work   
      queue, assigned tasks, and various   
      analytics to maximize their 
productivity.


